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U. S. Ibclear Regulatory Commission
Attn: Document Control Desk
Washington, D. C. 20555

References 1) Fermi 2
NRC Docket No. 50-341
NIC License No. IPF-43

2) NIC letter to Detroit Eison dated Decenber 16, 1987,
Inspection Report 50-341/87-021

Subject: Operation with MSRs Out of Service and Operation
Without Full Feedwater Heatina

.

CM Decenber 22, 1987, an enforcement conference was held in the NRC -'

Region III offices to discuss the subjects noted above. During the
discussion at the enforcement conference, Detroit Edison was asked to
docket its position on these matters by January 15, 1988 for further
NRC review. Enclosed herewith is Detroit Mison's position on these
issues as requested.

Detroit Edison has devoted considerable attention to the subject of
safety evaluations. The inportance of this rnatter has also been
discussed in relation to the Operational Safety Team Inspection j
discussion on the subject. The Safety Evaluation program has been I

enhanced extensively in order to strengthen its effectiveness. |
Changes made since the sumer of 1987 include an increased focus of !
responsibility for approval of such evaluations, additional written '

guidance in their preparation, and inplementation of the requirenent
that all personnel involved in either the preparation of safety
evaluations or in the screening process for 50.59 applicability have
documented training.
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If you have any questions regarding this material, please conta::t Mr..
T. Randazzo at (313) 586-4320.

Sincerely,

Attachments

cc: A. B. Davis
E. G. Greenman
W. G. Rogers
J. J. Stefano
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ATmCMENF 1

Detroit Edison Position Regarding
Operation with Moisture Separator

Reheaters out of Service

FACTTRL BA N GROUPO

In Decerber of 1986, English Electric, the supplier of 'the
turbine-generator and Moisture Separator Reheater (MSR), notified
Detroit dison that there was a design problem at one of its foreign
plants which might inpact the MSR. This problem required a
modification which involved removing the MSR from service.

Minutes of the January 22, 1987 lbclear Safety Review Group (NSBG)
meeting (Exhibit A) reflect that the NSIG discussed the issue of MSR
repair and the potential for a plant derate due to the losc of
reheater steam flow. Additionally, the minutes reflect that such
reduction in reheater steam flow should be further considered in light
of the FSAR considerations concerning the turbine trip without bypass
transient.

On February 18,1987, at 2305, plant operators isolated a MSR from
service due to a steam leak on the seal tank drain line. The reactor
was at 18% power at that time.

At 1630 on February 19, 1987, Detroit Elson's 7bchnical Engineer, in
accordance with internal plant procedures, submitted Technical a

Specification Interpretation TS-87-027 (Exhibit B) -to the Cusite
Review Committee (OSRO) . This interpretation provided guidance to the ,

operating shift when a MSR was rendered inoperable and reactor power
was greater than 25%. The interpretation invoked Technical
Specification Action Statement 3.2.3.a. The interpretation was
approved by OSRO during the meeting and issued to the operating shifts ,

on February 20, 1987. The interpretation was discussed with the NIC '

resident staff to assure no regulatory conflict existed prior to its
presentation to OSRO. The NIC resident staff concluded that TS-87-027
was more conservative than Technical Specification 3.0.3 (see
Inspection Report 50-341/87-021).

!
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An analysis to support operation above 25% power without the MSR had
previously been preparal by General Electric (GE) prior to license
issuance. A letter (Exhibit C) was written February 19,1987 to GE
requesting a review of GE files to confirm that the analysis had been
performed to justify operation with the MSRs out of service at higher
power levels. The plant was limited to operation below 501 power at
the time of this request.

In a letter dated February 26,1987 (Exhibit D) , GE responded to the
Detroit Edison engineering request of February 19, 1987. 'Ihe GE
letter confirmed that an analysis had been performed, aM the results
were provided in the letter showing new curves in which the Mininum
Critical Power Ratio (WPR) limit was increased from 1.24 to 1.28 in
the bouMing condition at tau equal zero. The analysis which produced
these new curves hai been performed at the same time aM using the
same methodology as that which generated the curves in Technical
Specification Figure 3.2.3-1. The new curves, with MSRs out of
service at rated flow, were not submitted to the NIC for consideration
in the licensing process since Detroit Mison did not anticipate
operating with the MSR out of service at rated flow conditions. An
additional letter was submitted by GE, dated March 11, 1987, stating
that given the present plant conditions, i.e., beginning of core life,
tenporary operation of the plant without MSRs would not result in
exceeding the Technical Specification MCPR limit (Exhibit E) .

On March 30, 1987, the turbine bypass valves were declared inoperable
due to problems with the valves' power source. Ioss of the turbine
bypass valves requires use of the "B" MCPR curve in Fermi 2 Technical
Specification Figure 3.2.3-1. On April 9,1987, another steam leak
occurred off the MSRs while at 30% reactor power. To effect the
necessary repairs, OSB0 approved a deviation from 'Dachnical
Specification Interpretation No. TS-87-027 at 0900 that same o / to
allow the plant to continue operating at 30% power without MSRs in
service based upon the GE correspordence of February 26 and
March 11,1987 (Exhibit F) . The operating shift was informed of the
OSRO decision by operations management. At 1222 the MSRs were r moved
from service and returned to service at 1342 the same day after the
leak was repaired.

Later in the day on April 9,1987, the NIC Resident inspector became
aware that power hM not been reduced below 25% power when the MSRs
were isolated consistent with Technical Specification Interpretation
No. TS-87-027. Detroit Edison was questioned as to the
appropriateness of this action. Within the next 24 hours, Edison's
Technical Engineer stated that the action was based on the following:

a. Actual CPR on the day in question was in excess of 3.0.

__ ._
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|
:

b. The GE letter of March 11, 1987 stated that the present plant
conditions would not result in exceeding the present Technical-
Specification limits.

c. Reactor protection system setpoints were less than 100%.
.

|
'Ihe NIC Resident inspector questioned whether a safety evaluation was !
performed for this situation. The individual stated that no formal i

1safety evaluation hM been performed, but the situation and actions
had been reviewed and determined to be acceptable by OSRO.

Subsequently, on April 16, 1987, Detroit Mison prepared a safety
evaluation for taking the MSRs out of service following its internal
procedure. This safety evaluation documented ard confirmed that an
unreviewed safety question did not ' exist. The safety evaluation was
reviewed and approved by OSRO. j

l

|

POSMON SM'IP09ff I
!

|
It is Detroit Mison's position that operation of the plant above 25%

'

power with the MSRs out of service, under the circumstances presented
above, was reviewed and determined to be within the scope of, ard ,

|consistent with, plant operation as contenplated in the FSAR, SER, And
Technical Specifications and, accordingly, did not require a
10 CFR 50.59 safety evaluation. Further, or in the alternative, the j
analysis conducted prior to making the decision to remove the MSRs ;

from service was sufficient to support this decision and the I

determination that there was no unreviewed safety question. )

SUPPORrING DISCUSSION ,

1

i
'On April 9,1987, when the MSRs were taken out of service, a safety

evaluation, as prescribed by 10 CFR 50.59, was not required. That i

fact notwithstanding, the documentation in existence prior to I

April 9,1987 was the equivalent of a written safety evaluation as
contenplated by 10 CFR 50.59 and was sufficient to make a '

determination that no Unreviewed Safety Question existed. Pdmittedly, I
'this documentation did not follow the format prescribed by Detroit

Mison's internal procedure (Exhibit G) for preparing safety
evaluations. The written safety evaluation subsequently prepared to |
the prescribed format of the Detroit Mison procedure confirms that no |

|

l
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prior NIC approval was required because there was no Unreviewed Safety
Question (Exhibit H) .

Chapter 15 of the FSAR considers the consequences of an overpressure
transient caused by a Feedwater Controller Failure (Open) resulting in
120% flow to the vessel. In that analysis, credit is given for the
MSRs in acconinodating approximately 10% of the main steam flow. It.is
also assumed that the plant is operating at 102% power with

-

End-of-Cycle scram and reactivity feedback characteristics. These
assunptions result in maximizing the severity of the transients being
analyzed. 'Ihe Chapter 15 analysis represents the most limiting
condition for operation taking credit for the steam flow to MSR (i.e.
MSR in service) to alleviate the consequences of pressurization events
at rated pcwer near the End-of-Cycle.

Plants without MSR steam bypass capability typically enploy an
End-of-Cycle recirculation punp trip (EOC-RPT) . In the case of
Fermi 2, the plant is operating at the Beginning-of-Cycle condition,
and steam flow to the MSR does not play a significant role in
mitigating the consequences of a pressurization event. The results of
the subsequent analyses, as presented in Exhibit H and I, confirm this
fact and reconfirm the earlier GE results set forth in the
March 11,1987 letter (Exhibit E) . Further, the MSR's role, as the
equivalent to the End-of-Cycle RPT, is recognized in the Fermi 2 SER

,

page 15-5. Accordingly, the underlying assunption regarding the MSR's
function in a pressurization event as described in the FSAR and SER is'

that it replaces this End-of-Cycle RPT with respect to mitigation of
the overprescurization event.

From the foregoing, it can be concluded that the MSR is only required
to be available at EM-of-Cycle conditions. Taking the MSR out of

j- service as a tenporary measure during a time period conpletely bouMed
by the Beginning-of-Cycle did not invalidate the assunption used in
the Chapter 15 accident / transient analysis since that assunption for
MSR operation assumed End-of-Cycle operational conditions as set forth
in the SER page 15-5. As such, operation on April 9,1987 did not
constitute a "change" to the FSAR or Technical Specifications in that
the plant was operating at Beginning-of-Cycle coMitions and confirmed
by GE to include the first six nonths of operation (Exhibit E) .

The Chapter 15 analysis represents part of the licensing basis which
supported application for an operating license and issuance of the
Safety Evaluation Report for Fermi 2. The purpose of 10 CFR 50.59 is
to preserve the licensing basis of the facility. The bases for the
tCPR curves remained valid for the duration of the proposed off-normal
mode of operation for the reasons discussed above. Thus, the
licensing basis is demonstrated to be preserved without the need for a
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safety evaluation pursuant to 10 CFR 50.59 or a license amendment for
a Technical Specification change.

I

%e claim of reduced margin of safety asserted in Inspection Report .

87-021 of 0.07 is-not applicable to the actual operating condition of |
April 9, 1987. The relevant nargin of safety in the Technical 1

Specification Bases is the difference between the requiral mininum
operating CPR and the fuel clalding integrity safety limit MCPR of
1.06. Wat margin is established by determining the4CPR for the
limiting transients that bourd operation during the first cycle. As

,

previously discussed, for the Beginning-of-Cycle condition in which !

the reheater was tenporarily removed from service, the reheater plays I
an insignificant role in the analysis of ACPR. 'Thus, the margin of l

safety was not affected. Moreover, the Beginning-of-Cycle analysis of |
Exhibit I shows a required operating MCPR of 1.15 for the limiting I

overpressure transient with for reheaters out of service, which is
'

well below the Technical Specification limit of 1.24 (at tau =0.0) .

An alternate interpretation of "margin of safety" for 10 CFR 50.59 I
application utilized by some utilities defines it as the difference |
between the safety limit (MCPR of 1.06) and some assumed or analyzed j
failure point (e.g. MCPR of 1.0) . This margin of safety is also l

preserved following the same logic. J

|
|

|

'

|
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ATSCEB4ENT 2i

Detroit Mison Position Regarding
Operation Without Full Feedwater Heating

/-

nCML NCEGROUfD
<

/

Except as s2t forth hereafter Detroit M ison accepts, for purposes of
this discussion, the facts as sot forth in NIC Inspection Report

J 87-021, Section 5.
:

POSITION S'mMMENT

It is Detroit Mison's position that operation of the glant up to 50%
power during 'IC-2 with Feedwater tenperature below 220 F was within
the scope of the FSAR-assumed operating parameters and did not
constitute a change requiring a 10 CFR 50.59 safety evaluation.
Detroit Eisen acknowledges that part of the FSAR assurptions were
subsequently determined to be incorrect and when discovered by Detroit
Mison, appropriate and timely corrcctive actions were taken.

SUPPORPIN3 DISCUSSION

During plant startup in 'IC-2, significant difficulties had been,

encountered in placing feedwater heaters in full service, arri
feedwater heating was not acconplished as normally expected. Fermi 2
during this time pericd (first half of March 1987) operated with
partial feedwater heating. Operation of Fermi 2 with partial
feedvater heating was in accordance with the current Fermi 2 UFSAR,
which allows operation with reduced feedwater tenperature with H1
specified lowr limit (Exhibit A) . As such, Fermi 2 operation did not
constitute a change to the facility as described in the UFSAR, and
therefore a safety evaluation pursuant to 10 CFR 50.59 was not

5 seguired.

.

t

:?
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Inspection Report 87-021 clains that since GE had not agalyzed below,

2207 at 50% power, it is reasonable to assume that 220 F was the
lower tenporature bound of the transient envelope for that power. The
inplication here is that since the UFSAR did not specify the lower
ope 5ating tenperature limit and since GE had not analyzed below
220 F, operation of Fermi 2 during 'IC-2 at tenperatures below

0220 F required a safety evaluation pursuant to 10 CFR 50.59.

Notwithstanding the fact that the UFSAR does not spect.fy such a lower
tenperature limit, there was existing information to denonstrate the
acceptability of such operation. 'Ihough GE hai not performed a
specific analysis for operation at 50% power with feedwaterg
tenperature below 220 F, sufficient-analyses for BWRs operating at
rated power and reduced feedwater tenperature have been performed to
conclude that the results of these analyses (rated power an3 low
feedwater tenperature) would support operation of Fermi 2 at low power
with low feedwater tenperature, even below 220 F. This is primarily
because operation below 50% power versus rate:1 power provides very
large additional operating PCPR margin (Exhibit B) .

_

Finally, it should be noted that, if the issue is whether or not there
was any feedwater heating, operating logs indicate that there was some
feedwater heating, contrary to the inference of Inspection Report Ib.
87-021.

, , _-.
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Dec 87-02 Therefore, the NSE recmmended that a BCP OA program
patterned after the relevant INPO guidelines be instituted. l

ISBG REFORP - 50.59 SAFE 5Y EVALIRTION SDmE

In response to Em action iten A86-38, the entire ISIG report
dealt with the status of 50.59 Safety Evaluations. Presentation
was by J. tWquist and G. Newton.

o It was noted that the quality of Safety Evaluation
Checklists (STs) prepared since the training was given this
past fall has generally inproved. SE statistics are shown
and are included as Attachment 3. A large number of earlier
SEs that have not been reviewed by ism renain, and there ,

is a general perception based on those that have been '

reviewed by ISE or screened by the NSE secretary that many
of these earlier SEs are not satisfactory. A plan has been
proposed by ISIG (Slide 4 of Attachment 3) to identify those
earlier SEs that are relevant under the 10CFR50.59 rule,
conplete their reviews and institute a program for their I

revision using either external or internal resources. A two ,

person year effort is estinate3. |

NSBG menbership continues to be concerned over the lack of
action on backfitting unsatisfactory safety evaluations.

Rec 87-03 Therefore, since progress to date has teen unacceptable,
i

NSBG recomnended that efforts be intensified to bring all i
applicable SECS to acceptable standards.

|

REEEATER 'ITEE REPIJCEMENT POIECIAL

W. Gilbert presenta3 the basis for a potential corrosion problem
with the moisture separator reheater and m intrcduction into the
thermal shield problem for consideration by the NSE relative to
any potential safety problem. (Secretary's note: Basis fcv this
presentation is Attmhnent 6)

o The corrosion concern is due to the fact that the reheater
tubes are made of carbon steel ard pit corrocion can be
induced through a galvanictype corrosion with oxygen which
occurs nuch faster than normal corrosion. 'Ihe a3 verse
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conditions are generally introduced during shutdown, and in
the early 1970's English Electric made recommendations
regardim layup procedures to minimize this corrosion
potential. It is not known if these recomneMations

A87-01 have been proceduralized. W. Gilbert asked that the plant
check on the existence of such guidelines and report on
their layup prccedures for the reheater at the next NSM
meeting. It was noted that the gectnetry is such that a
single tube failure could quickly cause nultiple failures.

A recent design problem regarding the thermal shield over
the top of the reheater has been identified by English
Electric. Thermal expansion may nove it beyoM its support
structure and as a consequence English Electric has inposed
a 400 MWe limit on the plant which would be a restraint to
entering Test Condition 3. There has been activity on this
problem, and Nuclear Engineering is about ready to initiate
a fix. i

l

The menbership identified no specific safety significance |
with either of these reheater problems. Howewr, it was ;

noted that the reheater cannot sinply be valved out without '

a likely plant derate due to the acconpanying loss of
reheater steam flow that alleviates the consequences of the
turbine trip without bypass transient as analyzed in the
FSAR.

PRESSURE INFEEACE SURVEY |

L. Schuerman presented the results of scrne of the reviews that
took place following the CST overpressure incident. The CST
event and fixes were briefly reviewed and a description gic. n of
the survey made to assure there were no alditional high-low
pressure interfaces in the plant that would be susceptible to an
overpressure incident.

'No such areas were identified, cordensate long cycle and
condensate fill to INCU. 'Ihe forner was handled by an
administrative fix (lock open valves) and the latter by
installation of check valves and additional written
instruction on when to open valves.

.-.
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Technical Specification
interpretation Number: TS-87-027 Revision: 0 D te 02/16/87

Technical Specification Section(s): 3.2.3

Technical Specification Subject: Effect of MSR inoperability on MCPR

Technical Speci.ficatior Interpretation:

The Minimum Critical Power Ratio (MCPR) limits illustrated in Figure 3.2.3-1 are based on
operation with the Moisture Separator Reheaters (MSR) in service. With The MSRs j

out-of-service the aforementioned limits are non-conservative. Appropriate limits are not
yet formally available. In the interim, until MCPR limits applicable to operation with
reheaters out-of-service are established, the following actions will be taken:

i

1. THERMAL POWER will not be increased above 25% RATED THERMAL POWER
without MSRs in service.

2. If operating at greater than 25% RATED THERMAL POWER and it becomes
necessary to take the MSRs out of service, corrective action consistent with
the MCPR Limiting Condition for Operation (LCO) should be implemented. This
action consists of initiating corrective action within 15 minutes and
re-establish reheater operation within 2 hours or reduce THERMAL POWER to
less than 25% of RATED THERMAL POWER within the next 4 hours.

g A Technical Specification change will be requested to incorporate an additional ACTION
statement regarding operation with a reheater (s) Inoperable and use of revised MCPR
limits. This interpretation will remain in effect until NRC approval of the change is
received.

l
1

I

Approved by: O. K. Earle /s/ Approved by: F. E. Abramson /s/
Technical Engineer Operations Engineer

Recommended
for Approval: R. S. Lenart /s/ Approved by: R. S. Lenart /s/

OSRO Chairman Plant Manager

ARMS - INFORMATION SYSTEMS

DTC TGTSIT DSN TS 31 - G3 7 Rev 0 Date ,Q.-9 4 F)

Pls PIS File 1701.02 Recipient 4f 6 //

CONTROLLED
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February 19, 1987
'

NE-NF-874032 r
,

1
.

Mr. C. M. Johnson, Project Manager
E2 Pro,k ' M/C 365

'

General En tric Oompany
175 Curt. ~ Avenue*

San Jose, California 95125 '

,

Re: Annivntn to knoort EF2 Oeeratinn l'ithout MR

Dear Cruck:
,

Due to sme potential difficulty with MSR, it is
anticipated that MSR may not be in service above T!5% power.

I Our record (E-2 47,246) indicates that E2 analysis has
been performed for this condition. Could you please review
your file and confirm that analysis hat been performed to
justify this operating condition.

Furthernere, the analysis (IDEC-5!rl5) to justify an
increase in Turbine Stop Valve (TSV) ant Turbine Control
Valve (TCV) fast closure scram bypass setpoint frca 30 to
36 power and single Recirculation Ir.Op Opera'; ion (SLO),

should also consider the effects ol' no MSR ateam f3ow.

Should you have ary further question, pleast :entac?,the
- writer, M. K. Deora, (313) 586-1334.

, Sincerely 7 ~ x
N

,' kNLf)i J
/ D. B. Wehmeyer y j
\ General Supervisor -

Nuclear Fuel
' ' .-

_
_ _ _ . .

-

DBW/HKD/j
cc: M. L. Batch 0. K. Earle

F. N. Ghodsi W. M. 7bcker
L. E. Schuerman S. E. Kremer
B. W. Gamble

? -

- --. .. .
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February 26, 1987
TDEC-5494

..

Mr. S. E. Kremer. Supervisor Nuclear Procurement
Enrico Fermi-2, 108 EF2 NOC -

The Detroit Edison Company
6400 N. Dixie Highway
Newport MI 48166

Attention: M. K. Deora (135EF2 TAC)
0.B.Wehmeyer(135EF2 TAC) .(

SUBJECT: Transient Analysic With Nw Reheater Flow
'

REFERENCES: NE-NF-87-0032

Gentlemen:
.

Per your request, this letter transmits ODYN Analysis results for the two

Main Steam Reheater not operating)ption of ao reheater flow (e.g., Turbinelimiting transients with the assum
Turbine / Generator Trip with Turbine.

Bypass Failure and no :eheater flow represents the design basis transient for
OperatingLimitMCPR(OLMCPR)withMainTurbineBypassCperating(butwithno
rehesterflow). This transient results in a Option A OLMCPR of 1.30. Thes

Feedwater Controller Failure with Turbine Bypass not in service and no reheat-
er flow representt the design ba=4= transient for OLMCPR with Main Turbine
B pass not in service (end no tr. heater flow). This transient restits in an
0 tion A OLMCPR of 1.35.

The transient sumary results are provided in Table 1. OLMCPR versus scran
time (v) curve (for Tech Spec use) is provided in Figure 1 for operation
without reheater flow. Note that no new analyses were perfonned. The results

_

- - - - - - - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ __ _ _ _ , _ _ __
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S. E. Kremer
February 26, 1987 -

TDEC-5494 - Page 2
,

presented in this letter are based on evaluations perfonned at the same timeIf you have any questions, please
as the other FSAR analyses were generated.
call.

Very truly yours.

W @b
M Johnson i

i Pr et Manager |
Enrico Fermi-2 Project

Attach.
|

( CM[:mrk
!

cc: E. 5. Drumhiller, GE Site
W. F. Mietti, GE Cleveland

.

\

|

4
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TABt.E 1 Susumery Analysin ResultoA

'

huisne I
Core ..

. Averase
h xionen Maximuse Surface

.

Neutron Maximum Maximum Steam Heat
Flux Dome vessel Line Flux
% of Pressure Pressure Pressure 2 of g,) Option A Option B

. Description Initial psig psig p_s1g lettial ACFR
.

OtMCPR OtNCPR

Turbine Generator
-

Trip ~

Bypees - OFF
Reheater Flow-OFF 466.4 1192 1229 1183 118.7 0.18(b) 1.30 1.19 ;

.

!

| Feedwater Controller |
Failure *

Bypass-OFF
Rehester Flow-OFF 476.1 1198 1233 1191 124.4 0.23(b) 1.35 1.28

s. ACFRs are based on initial _CPR which v mid yield an MCFR 1.06=

b. ODYN results without adder '
-

|

|.

*
. I

!

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -
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y M'C391.(408)925-2588 oSRO Minutes 227B I'

g|g ' FC8' l '

yy
March 11r 1987

- TDEG55
-'

3414-

Mr. S. E. Kremer, Su wrvisor, Nuclear Procurement
Enrico Fermi-2, 1D8 JF2 NOC
The Detroit Edison Company
6400 N. Dixie Highway
Newport MI 48166

RECT f,:AR y ~< 1987 lAttention: M. K. Deora (135EF2 TAC)
D. E. Wehmeyer (135 EF2 TAC)

; SUBJECT: Transient Analyses With No Reheater Flow.

9 REFERENCES: TDEC-5494 ,

Gentlemen:

The reference letter transmitted the proper MCPR limits ht end-of-cycle
conditions if there is no reheater flow. However, after internal GE 1( ,

I
,

investigations, we have concluded that, given the beginning-of-cycle
conditions you have now, there are plenty of CPR margins and your current .

Technical Specification MCPR curves in Figure 3.2.3-1 are applicable
regardless whether you have reheater flow or not.

.

It is anticipated that the technical specification changes from the referencg
letter will be resolved within the next 6 months.

,

if you have any questions, please do not hesitate to call me or David Shen at'
(408)925-3098. -

Very truly yours.

&&'

,J. o inson..

P ject Manager
E ico Fermi-2 Project

CK.1:mrk

__ . _. . ._

cet E. 5. Drumhiller, GE Site
.

,

J. F. Lotter. Deco
W. F. Miotti, GE Cleveland

i

,

,-
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i Sebjects Spscici 0S10 Meeting 2275 Mi:tstos 1002.01

w
W Date April 9,1987

.

Times 0900 hours

Flace: ORA Confarenea Rorro t

*

Members
Pre m en t - W. M. Tucker. Acting Superintendent-operations

1. A. May. Superintendent - Maintenance &
Modification

J. D. 14 san . Director - Plant safety; Chairman
J . B as s . Operational Assurance
O. K. Earle. Technical Engineer

Others
Franent: W. McNeil. Engine ering,

T. Dong. Plant Safety
S. Bastian, OSRO Stenographer

*(A) Denotes Alternate

1. Dimeuanien freen/New Eunineast

A. Transient Analvana With Me R.eheater Flev

A discussion was held concerning MCPR limits for operation of
the Plant without live steam flow to the MSR.s. OSRO determined
that based on the General Electric memorandum TDEC-5494, Persi
2 is not currently operating with an 01NCPR limit problem,
since our actual MCPR is greater than three (3). This is
further supported by General Electric memorandum TDEC-5512..

OSRO Decision: Based on our current status, the General
*- Electric memorandums , and the core life, 0510 approved

variation from T/S Interpretation TS-87-027 to allow removal
of one (1) MSR from service for maintensoce. ACTION: O. K. 1

!Earle to revise TS-87-027, based on memorandums TDEC-5494 and
TDEC-5512. l

1

3. Safet, Evaluation Checkli s t 87-0082 <

~ l

OSRO reviewed the Safety Evaluation Checklist for the addition
of Hydrogen Peroxide to the f5, d4. Bester Drains and Seal
Tank Drains. OSRO determined that specific references should
be included in the Safety Evaluation. The SEC will be revised
and submitted for approval later in the day. j

l

EP sib

. = ...-.. _ .--. - - ,

_ - _ _ _ _ _
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I
FERMI 2 PROCEDURE CHANOE NOTICE I'

|-

Type of Procedure: Nuclear Operations interfacing Procedure

Title: 10CFR50.59 Safety Evaluations )
|

Procedure Number: 11.000.053 PCN: 1 i

*
Procedure Revision: 2 PCN Revision: 0

Place this change in front of the above procedure in the appropriate binder. This change !

shall remain in effect until the above procedure is revised unless stated otherwise below. ;

CHANGE

Revise Sections 7.3.2.3 and 7.3.2.5 to road as stated:

7.3.2.3: Following OSRO concurrence, the preparer ensures that a copy of the completed
SEC is given to the OSRO stenographer for transmittal to the NSRO, Licensing, and
the PIC counter clerk.

7.3.2.5 The preparer ensures that the original completed SEC is enclosed with the proposed
design package, procedure working file, or other corresponding file that documents
the activity for which the SEC was completed.

The following commitment is listed against this procedure: 0474

Action has been taken to ensure these commitments h r b r

Richard Webb /s/ 03-05-87
Signature of Originator Date

JUSTIFICATION

Section 7.3.2, steps 3 and 5 are currently in conflict with one another.

Originator Richard Webb /s/ Date 03-05-87

QA Concurrence V.J. Manta for /s/ F.T. Schwart Date 03-06-87

Approved by Frank E. Agostl /s/ Date 03-06-87

ARMS - INFORMATION SYSTEMS

DTC TPPADM DSN 1|,h, An peu t to Rev 2. * Date 3-h. 7 7
PIS _PIS_ File 1703.01 Recipient # M N

1
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DETROIT EDISON 11.000.053
FERMI 2 Revision 2
NUCLEAR OPERATIONS INTERFACING PROCEDURE Page 1

10CFR50.59 SAFETY EVALUATIONS

.

Approved By:

Frank E. Agosti/s/ 2-9-87
Vice President. Nuclear Operations Oste

Originating Organization: Regulatory Affairs

Safety Classification: SR 9

Revision Summary This revision provides for revision. to be made to PECs and SECS. This
also accomodates the new Licensing position (endorsed by Nuclear Production and Engineering)C that SECS must be completed for essentially any piar.t or SR procedure change that requires
FSAR amendment. For the consistency of logle on the PEC, four of the questions have been
consolidated into two questions. There have also been changes made to the format of the PEC
and the SEC to encourage more extensive documentation .. e activity description and basis
for the answers. Responsibilities have been modified with regard to the logging, performance,
sign-off, and transmittal of PECs and SECS.

IImplementation Plan: This procedure is in effect upon approval. Upon implementation of this
procedure, POM Procedure 12.000.007 and NO!P 11.000.131 will be affected by this revision.

|

|
Licensing Commitment Review: The following commitments are listed against this procedure: l

0474 l

|
*

Action has been taken to ensure these commitments have not been negated.

Lori L Robb/s/ Feb.2.1987 |

|Signature of Originator Date

I

ARMS - INFORMATION SYSTEMS |

DTC TPPADM DSN \ \ .o o e en4 Rev 2 Date G - 17 ' O
PIS PIS File 1703.01 Reclpient d3M

Jhic @ .wu.a. ko Ju ||.000, ss

4 br
17

|
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10CFR50.59 SAFETY EVALUATIONS

1.0 PURPOSE

This procedure describes how Safety Evaluations required by 10CFR50.50 for changes, tests, and
experiments are performed, approved, and documented.

This procedure establishes a two-part safety review process that includes (1) a Preliminary
Evaluation to help identify those specific changes, tests, and experiments that are subject to a
Safety Evaluation in accordance with 10CFR50.59, and (2) the Safety Evaluation itself.

This procedure also identifies the activities or documents to which the safety review process
shall be applied.

2.0 SCOPE

This procedure applies to all personnel who initiate design changes, procedure changes, tests, or
experiments that could affect the safety of plant operations as described in 10CFR50.59. The
instructions contained in this procedure implement, in part, requirements from QAPRs 3,5,11,
27,29,30

3.0 REFERENCES

3.1 10CFR50, Appendix B. January 1,1985, Quality Assurance Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants
and Fuel Reprocessing Plants

3.2 10CFR50.59, January 1,1985. Changes. Tests, and Experiments

3.3 Facility Operating Lit:ense NPF-43. Fermi 2. July 15.1985

3.4 Fermi 2 (echnical Specifications. Sections 6.5.1.6 and 6.5.1.7, Onsite Review Organization
Responsibilities. and Section 6.5.2.7, Nuclear Safety Review Oroup Review Responsibilities

3.5 Fermi 2 FSAR, Section 17

3.6 American Nuclear Insurers / Mutual Atomic Energy Liability Underwriters (ANI/MAELU) ;

Engineering Inspection Criteria for Nuclear Liability Insurance, Section 4.2. Radioactive |
'

Waste Management March 2,1983

3.7 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) IE Circular 80-18.10CFR50 59 Safety
Evaluations for Changes to Radioactive Waste Treatment Systems. August 22,1980 ;

I
'

3.8 U.S. NRC Inspection and Enforcement Manual, Part 9800. CFR Discussions - Changes to
Facilities, Procedures, and Tests (or Experiments), January 1,1984

3.9 Quality Assurance Program Requirements (QAPRs) l

3.8.1 QAPR 3, Design Control
|

3.8.2 QAPR 5, Instructions, Procedures, and Drawings |

l
1
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.

3.8.3 QAPR 11. Test Control

3.8.4 QAPR 27, inservice Inspection

3.8.5 QAPR 29, Plant Modifications

3.8.6 CAPR 30. QA Program for Fire Protection

3.10 Nuclear Operations interfacing Procedures (NOlPs)

3.10.1 NOIP 11.000.049, Occument Control and Records Management
.

3.10.2 NOIP 11.000.118, Operating License Amendments

3.10.3 NOIP 11.000.121, Final Safety Analysis Report and Environmental Report
Revisions

3.10.4 NO!P 11.000.131, Ferm) 2 Procedures

3.11 Fermi 2 Q-List

4.0 RESPONSIBILITIES

4.1 The Nuclear Safety Review Group (NSRG) is responsible for ensuring that Safety
Evaluations for changes or tests completed under the provisions of 10CFR50.59 are
reviewed to verify that such actions did not constitute an unreviewed safety question.
For cases where an unreviewed safety question is indicated and a licensing revision is
sought or there is a proposal to change the Technical Specifications or the Operating g
License, the NSRG will review the proposed revision or change before submittal to the
NRC.

4.2 The Onsite Review Organization (OSRO) is responsible for reviewmg all completed Safety
1Evaluation Checklists (SECS).

4.3 The Production Information Center (PIC). through the PIC counter clerk and OSRO
stenographer, ensures the following:

4.3.1 The Plc counter clerk assigns SEC numbers and is responsible for maintenance
of a log which includes (1) all SECS by number, including any revisions, and
identifiable change document: (2) names of the preparers, and (3) the dates
when signed off by OSRO. The PIC counter clerk also coordinates with the

7OSRO stenographer to batch and periodically (at least quarterly or by request of
the Suoervisor, Licensing) rend OSRO-concurred SECS to information Systems
for permanent retention.

4.3.2 The OSRO stenographer ensures that SECS which are approved by OSRO are
documented in OSRO meeting minutes, and ensures that all SECS are forwarded 9

~
to the NSRG, Licensing, and the PIC counter clerk.

4.4 Information Systems is responsible for batching, filming, and inputting change packages
or procedure working files that contain the completed Preliminary Evaluation Checklists
(PECs) and/or the SECS. When batches of SECS are submitted for mput. Information

_ -
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f

Systems inputs the SECS by SEC number and references the affected documents. These

f
activities shall be performed in accordance with NOIP 11.000 4g.

j 4.5 Supervisors are responsible for determining which procedures require PECs and SECS and

|
for ensuring that the provisions listed below are followed as deemed necessary:

4.5.1 Specific instructions to prepare a PEC or SEC at the appropriate step during the

; activity

4.5.2 Signoff instructions that allow the minimum signoff requirements of Part 5 to
!Attachment 2 and Part 4 of Attachment 4 to be met

l 4.5.3 Transmittal instructions that ensure the SEC is transmitted to OSRO for 2,

i
concurrence and signature.

'

4.6 The OSRO Chairman is responsible for ensuring that after OSRO concurrence and
signature, the OSRO stenographer receives a copy of the signed-off SEC.

"

4.7 in all cases. the signed-off original SEC shall be placed with the procedure working file,
i proposed design change package, or other corresponding file that documents the activity

for which the SEC was prepared.
6

4.8 in the case of PECs OSRO approval is not required. The preparer shall retain the original
document in the procedure working file or proposed design change package.

5.0 DEFINITIONS ;
3

i 5.1 Safety-related Classification *Saf sty - related is a term related to systems,
~

components, and structures that prevent or mitigate the consequences of postulated M
accidents that could cause undue risk to the health and safety of the public.

a

5.2 Preliminary evaluation - a screening process applied to a proposed design change,
procedure change, test, or experiment to determine if a Safety Evaluation is required. ;

-
,

| 5.3 Preliminary Evaluation Chtsklist (PEC) - the review form used to complete the _.

Preliminary Evaluation for a proposed design change, procedure change, test, or
experiment (see Attachment 1).-

5.4 Safety evaluation - an analysis, stipulated by 10CFR50.5g, of a proposed change to the
plant or procedures described in the Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR) or a proposed
test or experiment not described in the FSAR to determine if implementation would create
an unreviewed safety question. -

NOTE: At Fermi 2. all experiments are classified as tests. Therefore, the word
experiment is hereafter deleted in reference to 10CFR50.5g requirements.

5.5 Safety Evaluation Checklist (SEC) - the review form used to document the Safety |
Evaluation that determines if a proposed design change, procedure change, or test would

3̂ create an unreviewed safety question (see Attachment 3),

5.6 Safety review - the two-step method, consisting of a Preliminary Evaluation, that
determines if a Safety Evaluation is required, and the Safety Evaluation that determines

,

|'

t

'
1

I
4

$

i

_ . . _ . _ _ __ , __ - __.-._ __ __ - _ -- _ . _ . - . . _ _ . - . - _ _
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whether or not a proposed design change, procedure change, or test involves an -

unteelswed safety question.

QA Level i - an Edison description of the level of quality assurance described in Appendix5.7

B to 10CFR50. All safety-related structures, systems, and components are subject to QA
Level I requirements.

,

5.8 Unreviewed safety question - a proposed design change, procedure chanho, or test
a involves an unreviewed safety question If: *

o The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or
malfunction of equipment important to safety previously evaluated in the FSAR
may be increased

o The possibility for an accident or malfunction different than any evaluated
previously in the FSAR may be created

o The margin of safety as defined in the basis for any Technical Specifications
requirement is reduced.

6.0 APPLICABILITY

6.1 10CFR50.59 stipulates that changes to the plant or its procedures as described in the
FSAR or new tests not described in the FSAR are subject to Safety Evaluations. Specific
proceduralized activities at Fermi 2 that could initiate such changes or new tests have g
been identified. Therefore, as a minimum, the safety review process, consisting of a
Preliminary Evaluation and, if indicated, a Safety Evaluation, shall be applied to activities
as specified below;

6.1.1 Design Changes

1. Engineering Design Packages (EDPs)

NOTE: While there is no licensing requirement, the Safety Review process
may be initiated for a scope document or a potential design change
preparatory to the final EDP. However, the Safety Review of tecord shall
reflect the final design conditions of the associated EDP and shall be
referenced against the EDP number,

2. Temporary Modification Requests

3. As-Built Notices (ABNs)

ABNs are included because they can be considered a design change for
cases where the c.-built plant is not as indicated in the FSAR. Therefore
a Safety Evaluation is performed to demonstrate acceptance as-built (see
Section 3a in Attachment 2).

6.1.2 Procedures

New procedures, revised procedures, or procedure change documents listed in
the Plant Operations Manual (POM) with the procedure safety classification of
S R.

- - - . - - - - . - --
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NOTE 1: "Temporary PCRs* do not require a preliminary evaluation prior to
interim approval if no licensing commitments have been negated.' However, the
safety review process, as described herein, shall be completed prior to final
approval. b,

NOTE 2: Plant procedures classified as SP also require a preliminary safety
evaluation as determined by the Plant Manager.

6.1.3 Tests

POM procedures (or changes) that introduce or describe new tests that are not
described in the FSAR.

6.1.4 Other Activities

The general applicability requirement described by the lead sentence to Section
6.1 may require the Safety Review process to be applied to activities other than
those listed above. Such application should be specified by an approved
procedure. In any case it should always be directed toward the determination 7as to whether or not a proposed activity involves an Unreviewed Safety
Question as defined in Section 5.8. OSRO concurrence with any resulting
completed SEC is required.

6.2 A Safety Evaluation for any of the activities described in Section 6.1 may be directly

C completed, thereby omitting the requirement for the Preliminary Evaluation, if required by
an approved procedure describing the activity or if requested by a memorandum from

1cognizant Supervisors, or Ligher level of Nuclear Operations Management.

6.3 Section 6.1 contains a list of the activities to which the Safety Review process described
in this procedure applies. Any permanent changes to this list shall be accomplished by a
revision of this procedure in order to keep the list in Section 6.1 current.

6.4 The Safety Evaluation process described in Section 7.2 shall be directly applied (i.e., no
Preliminary Evaluation) to proposed changes to the Technical Specifications (or other
license changes) as specified in NOIP 11.000.118.

7.0 SAFETY REVIEW PROCESS

7,1 Preliminary Evaluation

7.1.1 All activities represented by documents listed in Section 6.1 are subject to a
Preliminary Evaluation to determine which proposals require a Safety Evaluation
according to 10CFR50.59.

7.1.2 The Preliminary Evaluatioa is performed and documented using a Preliminary
Evaluation Checklist (PEC) (see Attachment 1).

7.1.3 The completed PEC and any attachments shall be filed with the procedure
working file, proposed design change package, or other corresponding file that y
documents the activity for which the PEC was performed. j

l

|
1

l
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7.1.4 in some cases,it may be convenient to perform the Preliminary Evaluation as ,

part of another procedure and directly utilize this procedure only when a Safety
Evaluation has been determined to be required. This alternate approach is
permissible if the Preliminary Evaluation remains consistent with this procedure
and the intent of 10CFR50.59. Including the provision that the written Preliminary
Evaluation be made part of the enange package. procedure working file. or other
corresponding file for which the PEC was performed. The questions on the PEC
(Attachment 1) shall be part of any alternate Preliminary Evaluation.

7.1.5 If the conclusion of the completed PEC is that no Safety Evaluation is required.
the PEC serves as a record of the 10CFR50.59 spplicability considerations of the
proposed activity. However. it is not considered the required * record of
change * as mentioned in 10CFR50.59,

7.1.6 If the conclusion of the completed PEC is that a Safety Evaluation is required,it
shall be performed as specified in Section 7.2.

7.1.7 Detailed instructions on the use of the PEC are included in Attachment 2.

7.2 Safety Evaluation

7.2.1 The purpose of the Safety Evaluation is to determine whether or not the
proposed activity involves an unreviewed safety question as defined in
Section 5.8; this is in direct response to the requirements of 10CFR50.59.

7.2.2 A Safety Evaluation shall be performed for activities specified in Sectior,6.1 if
the Preliminary Evaluation described in Section 7.1 so indicates, or if a Safety
Evaluation is directly required as discussed in Sections 6.2 and 6.3.

7.2.3 The Safety Evaluation shall be performed and documented using a Safety
Evaluation Checklist (SEC) (see Attachment 3).

7.2.4 If the croposed change does not present an unreviewed safety question, and no
change in the Technical Specifications or Operating License is needed, then the 2
proposeo change may proceed without prior NRC approval

7.2.5 If the proposed change is censidered to involve an unreviewed safety question. 7
or requires a change to the Tecnnical Specifications or Operating License. it
shall be necessary to consider whether to:

o Request an amendment to the Operating License

o Cancel the proposed action

o Revise the proposed action such that an unreviewed safety cuestion or
enange to the Technical Specifications or Operatmg License is no longer 2,

involved

7.2.6 If an amendment to the Operating License is sought. the ecolication for the
amendment is ir.itiated and processed as described in NOlP 11.000.118. and shall
contain justification for the proposed change. Implementation of thi proposed
activity shall not proceed until receipt of NRC approval.

9

7.2.7 Detailed instructions on the use of the SEC are included in Attachment 4.

--_
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7.3 Administration of Completed Checklists

7.3.1 Preliminary Evaluation Checklists (PECs)

1. Original PECs and any attachments are enclosed with the change package,
procedure working file, or other corresponding file that documents the
activity for which the PEC was prepared.,

,

2. Retrieval of these PECs is possible using the change document number or
working file number.

7.3.2 Safety Evaluation Checklists (SECS)

1. Once the preparer determines that an SEC is required to complete the
safety review (the answer to Part 4 of the PEC is *yes*), an SEC number is
obtained from the PIC counter clerk, who maintains the SEC log as g
described in Section 4.3.1.

2. The SEC number is an alphanurneric designator that identifies the year and
the consecutive number of SECa performed within that year.

o SEC numbers are placed only on SECS.

o SEC numbers shall not be reused.
%

3. ' Following OSRO concurrence, the preparer ensures that the original
completed SEC is enclosed with the proposed design change package or
procedure working file, or other corresponding file that documents the
activity for which the SEC was prepared.

4 ff the SEC is cancelled prior to OSRO signoff. the preparer is responsible
for notifying the PIC counter clerk.

5. The preparer retains the original completed SEC, while ensuring that a
copy of the completed SEC is given to the OSRO stenographer for 2

transmittal to the NSRG. Licensing, and the PIC counter clerk.

6. The PIC counter clerk periodically (at least monthly or by the request of
the Supervisor, Licensing) sends these documents to information Systems
for permanent retention. SECS are input to ARMS by SEC number to
enhance retrievability. They shall also be retrievable by the document
number for which they were prepared.

7.4 OSRO and NSRG Review

7.4.1 Technical Specifications Section 6.5.1.7.b requires OSRO to render written
determinations to the NSRG chairman regarding whether the items listed in
Technical Specifications Sections 6.5.1.6.a through 6 5.1.6.d (design changes,
procedure changes, and tests) involve unreviewed safety questions. OSRO's 2,
concurrence with the unreviewed safety question finding of the Safety <

iEvaluation (Part 3 of the SEC) performed for those activities specified in
Section 6.1 is d:cumented by the OSRO Chairman's signature on the SEC.

I
i I

l
i

)
1
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For proposed design or procedure changes and tests requiring a Safety
Evaluation. transmittal of the OSRO-concurred SEC to the NSRG provides them
with the required unreviewed safety question determinations for proposed
activities requiring Safety Evaluations.

7.4.2 The NSRG is responsible for ensuring that Safety Evaluations for changes or
tests completed under the provisions of 10CFR50.59 are reviewed to verify that
s.uch actions did not involve an unreviewed safety question. NSRG may g
delegate this review to another group such as the Independent Safety
Engineering Group (ISEG).

For cases where an unreviewed safety question is involved and a licensing
,

revision is sought or there is a proposal to change the Technical Specifications
or other provisions of the Operating License, the NSRG reviews the proposed
revision or change prior to submittal to the NRC.

7.5 Revisions to Completed Checklists

7.5.1 Preliminary Evaluation Checklist

1. If it is necessary to revise the PEC prior to final approval of the document
for which it was prepared (EOP procedure. etc.) destroy the original PEC
and c*eate a new PEC.

2. If it is necessary to redo the PEC following final approval of the document
for which it was performed (EDP, procedure, etc.), create a new PEC
following Section 7.1 and explain the circumstances and fact of the
revision in the space provided for comments on the PEC. Place the

revised PEC in the appropriate file as described in Section 7.3.1.1 ana in
accordance with any procedural instructions for associated document

revision that may apply. such as for EOP revision.

3. If the revised PEC comes to a different conclusion in Part 4. either perform
or cancel the associateo SEC as pruvided in Section 7 5.2.

7.5.2 Safety Evaluation Cnecklist 1 |
|

1. Any revisions to the SEC prior to OSRO signoff may be made by starting
'

over with a blank SEC using the same number or by the cross out and
,

initial process. If the SEC is cancelled the preparer shall notify the Plc |
'

counter clerk.

2. If it is necessary to revise a SEC following OSRO signoff,

o A new SEC form snould be used utilizing the same SEC number as
Revision 0 but adding a revision number in the space provided. Use
'1' for the first revision. *2" for the second. etc

o Place the revised SEC in the working file or change package as
described in Section 7.3.2.3 and utilize any proceoural instructions for
associated document revision that may apply, such as for EDP
revision.

o A copy of the revised SEC should be processed exactly as Revision 0
was processed. including OSRO signoff and its subsequent transmittal

_ _ . _ . _ ,
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to the NSRG, Licensing, and the PIC counter clerk as specified in
Section 7.3.2.5.

jb o
3. If the SEC is to be cancelled,it should be reissued as the next revision,

clearly marked cancelled, and processed as described above.

7.6 Reporting Requirements

7.6.1 TOCFR50.59(b) requires that Edison provide a repnrt to the NRC at least annually ,

describing the changes and tests undertaken without prior NRC approval. This I

information is included in the plant's annual operating report to the NRC. The
section of the annual operating report describing the changes and tests
undertaken without prior NRC approval should be able to utilize the completed
Safety Evaluations (SECS and attachments) as the primary source of
information. Therefore, the description of the change or test and the basis for

,

the conclusion that it did not involve an unreviewed safety question shall be |
clearly stated on the SEC, using the instructions contained in Attachment 4 of i

this procedure. Such reports shall include only those activities for which an
SEC is required, but no license amendment was required. j

i

7.6.2 Written Safety Evaluations may also serve as a source of input to the required I

annual update of the FSAR as required by NOIP 11.000.121. |
|
1

END OF TEXT

: 1

.j
.

.
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ATTACHMENT 1: PRELIMINARY EVALUATION CHECKLIST ')

1. IDENTIFICATlON: Document Number Revision

Description
.

- |
|

*
|s

2. CLASSIFICATION

| [Yes | |No Does the proposed change directly involve QA Level | Equipment? 2,

3. PRELIMINARY EVALUATION

| [Yes | |No a. Would this modify plant characteristics or procedural steps described in the
FSAR or modify stated assumptions used in the accident analyses described
in FSAR Chapter 15? If yes, identify sections: 2

|[Yes | |No b. Could this adversely affect the ability of equipment or structures to perform
their safety-related furctions or adversely affect the function of systems or
components required for compilance with the Limiting Conditions for p
Operation in the Techr.ical Specifications?

|[Yes | |No c. Does this create a new test not described in the FSAR that could affect
plant safety?

If questions *a - c' are answered 'no,* answer question *d.'

| [Yes | |No d. In the judgment of the evaluator, is a Safety Evaluation required?

If the answer to any questions in Part 3 is *yes," a Safety Evaluation is requirad prior to
implementation. Check the appropriate answer and provide any explanatory comments below:

-

4. SAFETY EVALUATION REQUIRED? | |Yes | |No

NOTE: If a change to the Technical Specifications is involved, prior NRC approval is
required (see NOtP 11.000.118).

|

5. PREPARED 8Y: / Date-
Title 1

APPROVED BY: / Date:
Title

(Enclose original PEC and attachments with change package, procedure working file, or other
corresponding file for which the PEC was performed.)

|

I
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ATTACHMENT 2: INSTUCTIONS FOR COMPLETINO THE
PRELIMINARY EVALUATION CHECKLIST (PEC)

A description of the use of each numbered part of the PEC is given below. Only those activities
described by the documents listed in Section 6.1 need to be considered for a Preliminary
Evaluation. Application of this checklist to other proposed activities is permissible as provided in
Section 6.1.4, but it is not a requirement of this procedure.

.

1. IDENTIFICATION

This cart requires information needed to identify the proposed activity. The preparer shall spccify
the document type and identification number in the space provided (e.g., EDP-1154, ARP 11D57,

's ABN 1783, NOIP 11.000.053, etc),

The Description of the proposed activity should describe its nature and purpose and be clear
enough to permit technically competent persons unfamiliar with the change to generally
understand its contents and significance. Use the continuation sheet (Attachment 5) if necessary. 2

NOTE: If the PEC is prepared for an activity under Section 6.1.4, the circumstances
requiring its preparation shall also be included in the description.

2. CLASSIFICATION
%

Quality Assurance classification for design changes is requested to help reviewers assess the
significt.nce of the area being affected. The Fermi 2 Q-List is a resource document that can aid in
the id1ntification of QA Level 1 equipment, which would include all safety-related equipment.

NOTE: Consideration Sf unraviewed safety questions is nnt strictly determined by safety
classification of the equipment directly affected. Modificatinns to or the addition of
nonsafety-related equipment could involve an unrevieWred safety question because of interactions
wit *i safety-related equipment. Merely stating that an item is non-safety-related is not sufficient
justification to exclude the possibility that en unreviewed safety question exists. and thus does not
provide sufficient justification to preclude a Safety Evaluation.

.

9
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ATTACHMENT 2 (continued)
-

3. PRELIMINARY EVALUATION

The questions in thic part form the principal component of the Preliminary Evaluation. Brief
comments and guidance are given below for each of the questions.

a. Would this modify plant characteristics or procedural steps described in the FSAR or
medity stated assurept!ons used in the accident analysis described in FSAR Chapter
15? -

Changes in the facility that alter the design, functions. or method of performing the
functicn of a component, system, or structure described in the FSAR requires a Safety
Evaluation, particularly if such changes require the FSAR to be amended. This applies to
components, systems, and structures described in the written portion of the FSAR or
described in the drawings in the FSAR, as well as changes to procedural steps described
or inferred in the SSAR. Tha FSAR Key Word Index contained in the * General Information* g
volume of the FSAA should be consulted as an aid to locate pertinent sections of the 4.
FSAR.

If a cnange could alter the plant to the extent that any assumptions in the safety analysis
documentee in FSAR Chapter 15 would become invalid. then a Safety Evaluation is
required and the proposed change may present an unreviewed safety question. Technical
judgment may remove many items from this category;if doubt exists, an examination of
those assumptions may be warranted.

Changes thet would alter direct licensing commitments that are not yet contained in the
FSAR would also require a *yes" answer. Such commitments considered to be part of the
FSAR can be restricted to those documented in the Fermi 2 Safety Evaluation Ry: art
(SER) and its suoplements. The Regulatory Action Commitment Tracking System (RACTS)
can help identif'/ such commitments.

If this question is answered "yvs.' the preparer should identify the affected sections of
the FSAR in the space orovided.

More specific guidance follows:

o Design changes requiring a Safety Evaluation shall include those made to the fire
protection program or to radwaste systems. as described in the FSAR. regardless of
the safety classification (consult the Facility Operating License, ANI/MAELU
Engineenng Criteria for Nuclear Liability insurance, and the U.S. NRC IE Circular
80-18).

,
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ATTACHMENT 2 (continued)

o hmpers, lited leads, and other tamporsfy modifications may constitute changes to
the plant as described in the FSAR, unless already approved as a part of an
approved procedure that replaces the lifted lead or jumper, Generally, if i plant
system is changed by the use of jumpers or lifted leads so that it will function
differently than described in the FSAR, a "yes' answer would be required. On the
other hand, use of jumper or lifted leads that result in plant conditions already
analyzed and approved by the NRC woulc' net require a Safety Evaluation and would
require a 'no' answer. (see U.S. NRC Inspection and Enforcement Manual, Dart
9800).

o A temporary modification performed for a conditional release should be viewed as a
temporary design change in that the plant may be different from that described in
the FSAR. For such cases, the Preliminary Evaluation and any subsequent Safety
Evaluation helps form the justification for the selease,

o A procedure which appears by name only in the FSAR may be revised without a
Safety Evaluation, unless the change makes the title inapplicable, cancels the
procedure, or changes a direct licensing commitment.

o Replacing a component whose characteristics are described in the FSAR with a
component whose characteristics differ from those of the component it replaces b
would require a Safety Evaluation (a "yes' answer).

o For ABNs. a Safety Evaluation is not required if the purpose of the ABN is to update
base configuration design documents or vendor manuals that are incorrect or
incomplete while the plant is correct and consistent with the FSAR. For such cases,
answer all Questions *no." and write '' Built as designed; paper change only" in the
space orovided for comments.

If the ABN i:: to document a plant configuration that is different from the intended
design such as vrould result from partial completion of an EDP or an as-built
configuration different from design. it is necessary to answer the individual
questions as shown. This Preliminary Evaluation and any subsequent Safety
Ivaluation help form the justification for acceptance of the as-built condition.

|
1

!

|

.
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ATTACHMENT 2 (continued) .

b. Could this adversely affect the ability of equipment or st*uctures to perform the
safety-related function or adversely affect the functions of systems or cornponents g
required for compliance with the limiting conditions for operation in the Technical
Specifications?

The first part of this question broadens the scope of changes that require Safety
Evaluations to assure that such changes that could impact the safety or operations are
evaluated. Changes to nonsafety-related items r.nd procedures not described in the FSAR
may affect the ability of a safety-related item to perform its safety function and should
be considered in the answer to this question.

Tecinical judgment may be used to screen changes that will obviously have litt|e or no
effect on the operability of safety-related equipment. Fcr such cases, answer "no."
However, if there is uncertainty at this Preliminary Evaluation stago, the question should
be answered *yes.* If practical, the preparer should obtain operator and/or engineering
in put. For major changes to abnormal operations and emergency operating procedures,"
the answer to this question should generally be *yes." For changes to valve lineups for
containment or the Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) the answer to this quest (on
should generally be *yes."

The second part of this question reflects the importance of systems that are required 'or
compliance with the Limiting Conditions for Operation. In most cases, such systems are
also described in the FSAR and will be included in Question "a." but there can be
exceptions.

For significant design changes made on this type of equipment or to the procedures that
direct operation and maintenance of this equipment the answer should be *yes* 9

However, it is permissibl9 to answer 'no" for changes that clearly could not adversely
Offect the equipment operation or reliability. If the answ3r is uncertain at this Preliminary
Evaluation stage. *yes'should be enecked.

,

1

|

|

|

. . . . . .
.

_ .)
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c. Does this create a new test affecting plant safety that is not described in the FSAR?

Proposed plant tests or operational modes that could affect plant safety and are not
described in the F$AR require a *yes" answer and must be evaluated under 10CFR50.59.
Only those tests which clearly could not degrade the margins of safety during normal
operations or anticipated transients or degrade the adequacy of structures, systems, or
components to prevent accidents or mitigate accident consequences can be omitted and ,

lead to a 'no" ansv'er. If the tests not described in the FSAR involve safety-related '

equipment'or affect such equipment, they should be included and result in a *yes"
answer; a subsequent determination that such tests would not degrade safety margins or
constitute an unreviewed safety question is the purpose of the Safety Evaluation
performed using the SEC.

Tests involving the ECCS originally specified in the FSAR for a given reactor state or test ,

'

condition that are proposed to be run in a differt:at state or test condition, or installation
of a different type of fuel bundle are examples of tests that require a Safety Evaluation (a
"ves" answer).

d. In the judgment of the evaluator, is a Safety Evaluation required?

The question need be answered only if all of the other questions in this part are
answered "no." The question encourages the preparer to use professional judgment, in
addition to the critdria specified, to determine whether a Safety Evaluation is required. 2

'

Additional guidance is given in the U.S. NRC Inspection and Enforcement Manual Part
9800 if it remains unclear whether a Safety Evaluation is required, the preparer should ,

'

& answer *yes.'

If the answers to all questions in Part 3 are "no," a Safety Evaluation is not needed to support the
conclusion that the proposed change does not present an unreviewed safety question.

If any question is answered *yes," completion of an SEC (Attachment 3) is required. Any
comments that would help support the conclusion or explain any answers to questions in Part 3 I

may be written in the spacs provided for comments.

4. SAFETY EVALUATION REQUIRED?

This part simply formalizes and highlights the conclusion reached in Part 3.

,

|. .
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t.TTACHMENT 2: (continued) -

5. SIGNOFF AND DOCUMENTATION

Part 5 provides the signoff for the Preliminary Evaluation and establishes minimum signoff
requirements. The evaluation shall be prepared by someone technically cognizant of the proposed
activity.

,

Approval should be by the corresponding Nuclear Operations section head or supervisor, or the
appropriate System Engineer or Technical Engineer. All EDP design changes shall involve a |tSystem Engineer in at least one of the two signoffs.

The original signed-off PEC shall be placed with the design change package, procedure working
file, or other corresponding file that documents the activity for which the PEC was prepared and g
become part of that file. It is subject to selective NOA audit and review by the NSRG and/or ISEG
(see Section 7.4)

Any sdditional specific signoff requiremants or transmittal instructions should be contained within
the procedure that describes the activity for which the Preliminary Evaluation is required.

i

- _ , __
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ATTACHMENT 3: SAFETY EVALUATION CHECKLIST (SEC)
Page 1 of I

I

)
'

SEC NUMBER Rev.

Technical Specifications change? | |Yes | |No ,

1. IDENTIFICATION: Document No. Revision PIS No.'
4 3-

Description

|

,

l

FSAR or Technical Specifications Sections Affected:

2. SAFETY EVALUATION (Provide Basis For Answers "a" through "c" on the Continuation |
Sheet)

I
| |Yes | [No a. For the proposed change or test the probability of occurrence or the,

consequences of an accident or malfunction of equipment important to
safety previously evaluated in the FSAR may be increased.

| |Yes | |No b. For the proposed change or test the possibility of an accident or
malfunction of a different type from any evaluated previously in the FSAR
may be created.

| |Yes | |No c. For the proposed change or test the margin of safety as defined in the
basis for any of the Technical Specifications is reduced.

NOTE: if the answer to any of the questions in Part 2 is "yes," then the proposal is
considered to nresent an unreviewed safety question.

3. LINREVIEWED SAFETY QUESTION? | |Yes | |No |

4. - PREPARED BY: / Date: ,

Title |

REVIEWED BY: / Date:
Title

)APPROVED BY: / Date:
1

Title !

5. OSRO CONCURRENCE: / Date:
Title

if an unreviewed safety question is involved or a change in the Technical Specifications is
required, review by the NSRG and approval by the NRC is necessary before the proposed action
may be implemented.

(Enclose original SEC and any attachments with proposed change package or procedure working ,

file. Provide copy of OSRO-approved SEC and any attachments to the OSRO stenographer.] |
l
|

|

. . . -. . _- .. ---
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ATTACHMENT 4: INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETING ,

THE SAFETY EVALUATION CHECKLIST (SEC)

If a Safety Evaluation of a proposed activity is required as a consequenca of pederming a
Preliminary Evaluation or by a direct request, the SEC shall be used. The completsJ SEC, along
with any attachments and referenced material, is designed to be a stand-alone document that
supports a determination as to whether or not certain proposed activities involve an unreviewed
safety question.' ,

The SEC number obtained from the PIC counter clerk will be entered before beginning the
evaluation. It should also be affixed to each page of any attachments. There will be a minimum
of two pages for any SEC: Attachment 1 as shown and at lesst one continuation sheet
(Attachment 5).

A description of the use of each numbered part of the SEC is given below.

1. IDENTIFICATION

The document type and identification number for the document describing the proposed activity
shall be entered. This identifier will be identical to that used on the PEC. Enter the PlS number
for tne component or system involved.

NOTE: For a temporary modification performed for a conditional release, the conditional release
reference should be included in the identification as well as the temporary modification number.

The Description of the proposed activity may be copied from the PEC if a Preliminary Evaluation
was performed. This description should be clear enough to permit technically competent
personnel, unfamiliar with the details of the change, to generally understand its content and
potential safety significance. Note that the description will be used to prepare the summary of
activities performed under 10CFR50.59 that is reouired in be reported to the NRC annually. Use
the continuation sheet (Attachment 5) if necessary.

Pertinent sections of the FSAR or Technica Specificatinns that may be affected by the proposed
activity shall be entered in the space proviJed.

1

NOTE: If the SEC is prepared for an activiti under Section 61.4, the circumstances requiring its g
preparation shall also be included in the Description.

|

|

. . - .
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i

ATTACHMENT 4 (continued)

2. SAFETY EVALUATION

This part of the SEC provides three statements taken directly from 10CFR50.59 that define an
Unreviewed Safety Questica If any can be answered *yes", an Unreviewed Safety Question is
involved. The preparer should answer these statements ano state the basis for the response
using the Continu'ation Sheet (Attachment 5). The three statements shall be addressed
individually. On occasion, the bcsis for the answers may be the same for each of these Z
questions. In such cases, the use of *see above* would be appropriate. Howev.tr, a
restatement of the purpose of the activity (design change, procedure change, etc) is not a
sufficient basis for the answer to any of the three statements in this section,

in answering Questions *a" through *c,* it should be noted that the purpose of the Safety
Evaluation is essentially to determine if the proposed activity may place the plant in a condition
of reduced safety not previously reviewed by the NRC. For example,if the only consequences of
a proposed change were to increase the predicted pressure rise following turbine trip, but the
increase remains well with.in previously FSAR-analyzed boundries and creates no additional plant

,

response, a finding of "no" would be justified. However, if the projected pressure increase were ;

to create the likelihood of safety relief valve actuation whereas previously it did not, logic |

dictates a findnD of "yes* to at least Question 'a," and therefore the proposed change would )
involve an unreviewed safety question. In addressing Question *c," it should be noted that the i

'

marpin of safety must be defined in the "Bases" section of the Technical Specifications before a
"yes" answer even needs to be considered.

The level of detail provided in the basis for the Safety Evaluation should be commensurate with
the safety significance of the activity. For proposed simple or minor activMies, the required
evaluation may be simple and the basis stated briefly. Other cases ma, require extensive
evaluation and/or analysis, and it may be necessary to provide attachments to the SEC, tu cite ;

references and/or use additional continuation sheets. As a minimum, the documented
bresponse shall provide a reviewer the scope of considerations included in the evaluation.

In performmg the Safety Evaluation, the preparer should consider impacts of the proposed
activity that go beyond the initial reason for its implementation. The foi.owing considerations I

'

should normally be included in the evaluation:

o Interfaces that could create unwanted interactions (hydraulic, electrical, mechanical)

l

l

!

..
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ATTACHMENT 4 (continued) .

o Not meeting originally stated design criteria for affected systems

o Negating previous technical assumptions and/or licensing commitments

NOTE: A Fermi 2 license condition requires that mou!'k?.lons to the approved fire
protection hrogram that decrease the level of fire protewdon be treated as an unreviewed
safety question, so that a license amendment is required prior to implementation,

o introduction of new failure mechanism

o Unusual installation provisions required

NOTE: Design change installations that may require extended reliance upon action
statements associated with the 1.imiting Conditions for Operations of the Technical
Specifications, extensive changes to existing prc::edures or instructions, or extensive
temporary modifications should be evaluated for the overall safety impact of suca
installation activities as part of the design change Safety Evaluation.

Safety Evaluations performed for ABNs or temporary modifications that cover conditional
releases form part of the justification for acceptance of the "as-built * condition or release. See
additional guidance for ABNs in Section 3a of Attachment 2.

The Safety Evaluation is not meant to be the mechanism to implement normal, good desig;.
practices, such as following applicable specifications. Unless stated to the contrary, it is
assumed that such practices have been followed. However, it may be appropriate to specifically
reference certain normal design considerations such as the fact that a seismic review was
performed and documented in the Design Verification Package for the case of the replacement of
a safety-related valve by one of significantly greatrr weight.

It should bc noted . hat the determination of whether or not an unreviewed safety question exists
is not in itself a determination of whether or not the pioposed activity is *stle enough,' but
rather whether or not it may place the piani in a condioon that is less safe than assumed in the
licensing basis so that NRC review is required before proceeding with the activity. However,

1safety significant facts discovered during the Safety Eva'uation process could cause the ac',ivity
to be modified or cancelled.

|

1

1

.
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ATTACPMENT 4 (continued)

3. UNREVIEWED SAFETV QUESTION
1

Part 3 documents the final conclusions of the Saf aty Evaluatlan. If ''l answers to the questiens
in Part 2 are "no,* then the proposed activity does not present an _nrevived safetv question !

under 10CFRSO.59 and "no" should be checked.

If the answer to any of the three questions in Part 2 is "yes," then an un eviewed safety question
is involved and Part 3 must be checked *yes."

If Part 3 is answered "yes" or if a Technical Specifications change is involved, prior NaC
approval, through a licensing amendment, is required before implementation of the i

proposed activity. !
!
!

4. SIGNOFF AND DOCUMENTATION

Part 4 provides the signoff for the Safety Evaluation. Generally, the preparer should be the same
individual who performed the Prelimin1ry Evaluation. but in any case shall be someone
technically cognizant of the proposed activity. The cognizant supervisor assigns an individual to
perform an independt nt review of Parts 1 through 3 of the SEC. This reviewer must be
someone, other than the preoaret, whose expertise in the subject area is sufficient to permit a
meaningful review. Approval should generally be by the cognizant Nuclear Operations section
head or supervisor or by the appropriate Spiems Engineer or Technical Engineer. The approval

C signoff is to ensure that appropriate personnel performeu' the evaluation and review and that the
documentation is complete. For EDPs. either the preparation of the evaluation or the reviever

shall be performed by the cognizant System Engineer and apprcval shall be by the first or
second- evel Nuclear Engineering supervisor. The OSRO signoff on the SEC will document
conct.rrence with the finding of the Safety Evaluation (Part 3 of the SEC) and is required for all
SECS.

The original signed-off SEC should be placed with the design change package, procedure
working file, or other corresponding file that documents the activity for which the SEC was
prepared. A copy shall be provided to the OSRO stenographer (see Section 7.3 of this
procedure).

Any additional specific signoff requirements or transmittal instructions should be contained
within the procedure that describes the activity for which the Safety Evaluatbn is required

.

l

!

;

l
i
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ATTACHMENT 5: SAFETY REVIEW CONTINUATION SHEET
Page _ of

| |PEC | |SEC Number Rev.

t

..

., ,

..

.

_

- - - - - - - -

.

"Additional continuatica sheets may be used as needed

. - - - .. - , . . - . . , - - .
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ATTACHMENT 6: FLOWCHART

INFO SYSTEMS ORIGINATOR Plc COUNTER OSRO/NSRG
CLERK

| Initiate a proposed change *
'

| Complete a PEC

SAFETY EVALUATION REQD?

NO: ,

File with CP or WF !

| Transmit CP or WF
Film, batch, < - - -
input PEC as j
part of CP I

'

|or WF |YES:
| Request SEC Number---> | Assign and

| log number
| Complete SEC < - - -
| Request OSRO review---> 'OSRO review

and concur
UNREVIEWED SAFETY QUESTION? < - - -

|NO:
| Copy SEC and put original
|in CP or WF

Film, batch, <---CP or WF
input orig copy of SEC--- > | Log approval
|SEC as part |NSRG review
jof CP or WF |YES: |

|Cancet proposed action j
| Revise proposed action |
| Request amendment to OL |
per NOIP 11.000.118 | Batch and < - - -

| periodically
| send SEC
| copies

Film, batch, < - - -
input SEC
i. copies by

|SEC number

KFY
CP: change ptckage
WF: working file
PEC: Preliminary Evaluation CheckIlst
SEC: Safety Evaluation Check!Ist

)

If proposed change involves a change to the Technical Specifications, a license ame ,dment1 *

is required in accordance with NOIP 11.000.118 prior to changing the Technical 1

Specifications, regardless of the outcome of the saiety review process.

END

a

1
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2. Reviewers Name . ,

6M db[Mh3. Description of change:
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'//
5. Conc 1 n:

1 Lf An unreviewed safety question does not exist. in the
judgement of the reviewer, based on the documentation
reviewed and/or discussions with personnel consulted.

I I An unreviewed safety question may exist based on the
documentation reviewed and/or discussions with personnel

c
' consulted.

Reason |

|
6. 1 I Referred to the NSRG for review.

Reviewed by Date @
( 'l lSignature

Noted by k' Date [# 87
' '

[/ Supervispf."ISEG
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'. awrIT EVALUATION CHECKLIST (SEC) R. J. SALMON
"

.

Page 1 of 2

APR 2 71987
SEC NUMBE3 87-0114 REV. O

Technical Specifications change? I lyes 1,klNo
'

1. IDENTIFICATION: Document No. N/A Rev. PIS No. N30 '

Description This safety evaluation checklist evaluates the QSRO -

aooroved variation from Tech Soec Interoretat-lon TS-8f-027 while
coeratina at 38% oower with fil one MSR cut-of-service. The OSR0
acoroval was documentated in Soecial OSR0 2278 meetina minutes of
the Soecial OSR0 conducted at 0900 on Anril 9. 1987.

FSAR or Technical Specifications Sections Affected: Twh h WPR Brwt Fig. 3.2.3-1

2. SAFETT EVALUATION (Provide Basis for Answers "a" through "c" on the

Continuation Sheet)

| |Tes D4No a. For the proposed change or test the probability of
ocetrrence or the consequences of an accident or-

malfunction of equipment inportant to safety .

previously evalteted in the FSAR may be increased.

| |Tes $4Tio b. For the proposed change or test the possibility of an
accident or malfunction of a type different from any
evaluated previously in the FSAR may be created.

| |Tes 1)<lfo c. For the proposed change or test the margin of safety
as defined in the basis for any of the Technical
Specifications is reduced.

NOTE: If the answer to any of the questions in Part 2 is
"yes", then the proposal is considered to present an
unreviewed safety question.

3. UNREVIEWED SAFETT QUESTION 7 | |Tes P(1No

4. PRE?ARED BY: b bh /574n d *A 24(Date: 4-/6-87'

REVIEWED BT: I/N W/ SM Date: NM/87

APPROVED BY: / /+ C-v l- Date: M

5. OSRO CONCURRENCE: / [M Date: eM
'' 'Title'

If an unreviewed safety question is involved or a change in the
Technical Specifications is required, review by the NSIG and approval
by the NRC is necessary before the proposed action may be implemented.

(Enclose o. :ginal SEC and any attschments with proposed charge package
or procedure working file. Provide copy of OSRO-approved SEC and any
atta:hments to the OSR0 clerk.)
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l

a) h ornhahilitv of occurrences or consecuences of an aceident were

not increased due to the current heh Soec curves beina conserv- j

l
Iativelv moolicable and the fact that the OSRO meroval was for a ,

noecific low oower condition with the ooeratina DR well in

arcess of Tech Soec recuirarrants fooeratina DR creater than 3) .

b) h rossibility of accidents or malfunctions of a different tg._ l

was not created due to the bacinnina of evele conditions and low
NYoower level. N G. E. mamnrandum rovides -lustification for

!

ooeratina the olant un to rated tower with existina Tech Soec !

curve even if the MSR is out of service. h actual ooeratina

condition _ of less than _40.%. power .is, well below the G. E.

evaluated oower level and , therefore, well within the analysis

and is bounded by the FSAR analysis.

c) h tr.arcin of safety as defined in the basis for Tech Soec 3.2.3-1
l

has not bgen,.geduced. Based on General Electric mc.rorardnm
j

'

H-
7DEC-5494 and 1pJr.-5.517. F.ermi II. waa_not operating with an. . . . . . .e

\,

ooeratina limit DR oroblem. Internal G. E. invest icat ions

docunented in the above momnrandum. revealed that with the given i

becinnino-of cvele conditions there was olenty of CPR marcins.

therefore the cresent Technical Qmcifications OR curves in

Piaure 3.2.3-1 were acolicable reoardless whether there is

reheater flow or not. In addition. the OSRO aceroval was for

earticular olant condition f $38% ocuer) where the ooeratina DR

was documented to be in evenss of 3.
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IMPORTANT NOTICE REGARDING /

CONTENTS OF THIS REPORT

PLEASE READ CAREFULLY

This report was prepared by General Electric Company solely for Detroit Edison
Company (DECO) for Deco's use in supporting operation of Enrico Fermi Unit 2.
The information contained in this report is believed by General Electric to be
an accurate and true representation of the facts known, obtained or provided to
General Electric at the time this report was prepared.

The only undertakings of the General Electric Company respecting information in
this document are contained in the contract between DECO and General Electric
Company, as identified in the purchase order for this report and nothing
contained in this document shall be construed as changing the contract. The use
of this information by snyone other than DECO or for any purpose other than that
for which it is intended, is not authorized; and with respect to unauthorized
use, General Electric makes no representation or warranty, and assumes no
liability as to the completeness, accuracy, or usefulness of the information
contained in this document.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Detroit Edison experienced problems with the Moisture Separator Reheaters
'

(MSR) during startup of the Fermi-2 plant. In addition, the startup sequence

employed at Fermi-2 results in a condition where feedwater temperature is

approximately 100 F lower that nominal conditions below 75% power. These

factors resulted in operation of Fermi-2 at conditions which were not

specifically analyzed as part of the FSAR. This report discusses the basis for

the FSAR analysis, the establishment of Operating Limit MCPR and the effects of
operation at reduced feedwater temperatures with and without MSR available.
Analyses were performed which demonstrate that the specific Fermi-2 operating
conditions were totally non-limiting and that substantial critical power ratio

(CPR) margin to the safety limit was available at all times.
.

e
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2. BASES FOR MCPR OPERATING LIMITS

The Operating Limit Minimum Critical Power Ratio (01ECPR) is established by
,

performing transient analyses at the most limiting state permitted by the
operating license and Technical Specifications, i.e. 100% power. Details of the
procedures employed are provided in Reference 1, which has been generically
approved by the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

Off-Rated Conditions

Figure 2 1 illustrates the typical operating MCPRs (dashed lines in the
figure) that result witn normal operation over the power flow map. For

operation at low powers, note that the actual expected Operating MCPR increases
rapidly. Only relatively small reductions in MCPR occur as flow is reduced.

This behavior is important from the perspective that the Operating MCPR is a

minimum near rated power and flow. It is for this reason that design basis

transient analyses are performed at the licensed full power condition, i.e., for

rated power and flow. Even though some transients may produce larger ACPRs at
!

off-rated conditions, the actual Operating MCPR increases much more rapidly so )
that the full power, full flow operating point is the most limiting state on the

power flow map.

Power dependent MCPR limits are employed at some BVR plants, but these i

plants do not employ the APRM scram setdown and/or have different control rod
withdrawal error protection logic than Fermi-2. The power dependent MCPR limits

compensate for these differences; Fermi 2 operating limits are consistent with

those of all other BWRs that employ the same logic features,

Fermi-2 employs a K multiplier to determine MCPR limits at off-rated flowg

conditions. The K multiplier is established to insure that recirculation flowg

increase transients will not violate the Safety Limit MCPR. Therefore, inde- |

pendent of power level, the K multiplier must be applied to establish theg

Operating Limit MCPR. |

|
|

The ACPR for a given transient will be larger for higher values of initial
'

CPR. Therefore, the licensing basis analysis is performed such that the minimum

2-1
1
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CPR reached during the transient is the Safety Limit MCPR. Thus, the derivation

of the Operating Limit MCPR insures that the Safety Limit MCPR will not be
violated for transients initiated with MCPR at er above the Operaging Limit MCPR j

value. |
i

|
Beginning versus End of Cvele

End of cycle (EOC) conditions are used to determine the Operating Limit
MCPR. Scram reactivity is less effective at EOC conditions due to the larger
number of control rods which are fully withdrawn. Consequently, EOC conditions
produce larger ACPRs for transient events.

1

The problems experienced at Fermi-2 with the MSR and feedwater heaters

occurred during startup at beginning of cycle (BOC) conditions and low power.
At these conditions a scram would be much more effective than was assumed in the I

FSAR, resulting in smaller ACPRs. The improvement in ACPR expected due to
operation at BOC versus EOC conditions is discussed further in Section 3.

Reduced Feedwater Temoerature
'

Lower feedwater temperatures make the Feedwater Controller Failure (FWCF) |
1transient more severe due to the increased subcooling added to the core as the I

feedwater flow increases. The trend of ACPR increase with increased feedwater
temperature reduction is generally fairly linear. The effect of lower feedwater |

temperature on the Generator Load Rejection / Turbine Trip with Bypass Failure
(LRNBP) transient is generally small because the minimum CPR occurs very early
for this event.

Moisture Seoarator Reheater Operation

Transient analyses performed for Fermi 2 include credit for steam flow

through the reheater lines for several seconds after the turbine stop valve or
turbine control valves close. This is an important consideration for the rated

conditions and EOC exposure at which the Operating Limit MCPR values are

2-2
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|

calculated. Loss of this credit translates into a ACPR increase of approximate-
ly 0.04 for the WCF transient with Bypass Unavailable. However, at inw power,
the benefit from roheater flow is small due to the smaller steam flow rates at |

these conditions. In addition, at BOC exposures the improved sciam efficiency
dominates the system response, minimizing the importance of MSR operation. )

,

|

.
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3. ANALYSIS RESULTS
.

Transient evaluations were performed to determine the availa,ble operating
CPR margins at Fermi-2 for the conditions experienced during startup. First,

the effect of reduced feedwater temperature operation in the 25 to 75% power

range was examined. The effect of operating with the moisture separator

reheaters unavailable was evaluated with bypass also assumed unavailable.
Beginning of cycle versus end of cycle effects on the Operating Limit MCPR were
also examined. The results of each evaluation are discussed below.

Reduced Feedwater Teeperature Ooeration

Feedwater temperatures normally increase smoothly from approximately 290 F
' '

at 25% power to 420 F at 100% power. However, the startup sequence employed at
Fermi-2 results in a condition where feedwater temperature is approximately

100 F lower than these nominal conditions for power levels less than 75%.

Figure 31 depicts the normal and reduced feedwater conditions as a function of
core power level. The lower feedwater temperature raised a concern regarding

the impact on transient MCPR for the low power conditions.

The feedwater controller failure event in Chapter 15 of the FSAR was

examined. The following conditions form the bases of thi. evaluation:

End of Cycle 1 (E0Cl) nuclear characteristics l
-

Turbine bypass system is available-

Moisture Separator Reheater is available-

120% maximum feedwater runout capacity'-

Table 3 1 summarizes the results of the feedwater controller failure

analysis for both normal and the lower feedwater temperatures, other transients

are not adversely impacted. As can be seen, the Initial CPR values increase

only slightly for the reduced feedwater temperature, whereas the Operating CPR
values increase dramatically. These results are aisc summarized in Figure 3-2.
The margin to the Safety Limit MCPR is the difference between the Operating MCPR
and the Initial MCPR. Note that the full power operating point is clearly the

most limiting and that for the reduced power states very large margins exist.
Figures 3-3 through 3 8 present the response of key parameters for Cases 1
through 6 of Table 3-1.

.
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The analyses described above were performed with power and flow conditions
along the normal startup path. For other unusual conditions, e.g, operation at

low power and high flow, ACPR would be larger than for the not al startup
.

conditions. However, the expected Operating MCPR would also increase.

The analyses include credit for the direct scram on stop valve closure
which has been verified to be set at less than 25% power for Fermi-2. If no

credit is taken for direct scram, the ACPR for the 25% power case would increase

by about 0.60. However, large margins to the Safety Limit MCPR would still
remain.

It should also be noted that other protection features exist that serve to

minimize the potential impact of transients at off-rated conditions. These

include the K multiplier and APRH scram setdown requirements associated withg

peaking factors in excess of design.

3.2 Moisture Seoarator Reheater Unavailable

The effect of the moisture separator reheaters unavailable was evaluated
for both beginning and end of cycle cond'itions.

.

The sensitivity to BOC exposure was evaluated at the FSAR design basis
conditions of 102% power and 100% flow. The results shown in Table 3 2

demonstrate that there is a dramatic difference (0.16 to 0.20) in the ACPR
|

between the EOC and BOC cases. Scrams at BOC exposures result in a very mild I

increase in heat flux and ACPR because less control rods are fully withdrawn. ;

This efficient scram more than offsets the impact of operation with MSR out of
service. Figures 3-9 through 3-12 present the response of the key parameters
for these cases.

Comparing Cases 2 and 4 in Table 3 2, which are BOC cases with and without
reheater flow, the resulting aCPR values are identical. Thus, MSR operation
does not play a significant role in the system response at BOC exposures. |

|

|

|
|
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3.3 Pountine Evaluation
I
i

In order to bound the startup experience at Fermi-2, one final study was ,<

|' performed under the following conditions: ,-

30% Core Power-

50% Core Flow-

130 F Feedwater Temperature !-

Bypass Unavailable-
,

MSR Unavailable-

Maximum Feedwater Runout - 70% (based on one pump operation)-

Beginning of Cyc* e Exposure-

The results show an Initial CPR of 1.55 or greater is needed to avoid

violation of the Safety Limit CPR. The expected Orurating MCPR at these

conditions is 3.18, with a lower 95/95 CPR of 2.63. Hence, a margin of about a
factor of two existed, even for this totally bounding condition. Figure 3-13

J
and Table 3 3 present the results for this event.

,

~

3.4 fonclusions

These results illustrate that the design basis full power operating point I

at end of cycle is by far the most limiting state on the power flow map. While

the transient ACPR values may increase somewhat for off rated conditions, the
increase is very small in comparison to the increase in abtual Operating MCPR.
In particular, the impact of the lower feedwater temperatures, with or without

,

MSR operation, is ver; small and well within the available margins. Beginning

of Cycle exposures were found to more than offset the impact of operating with
MSR out of service at rated conditions. Thus, the startup conditions experi-

enced at Fermi-2 posed no risk of violating the Safety Limit MCPR.
i

!
,
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Table 3-1. Transient Analysis Results for Feedwater Controller Failure
with Normal and Reduced Feedwater Temperatures

Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 Case 5,- Case 6

Initial
Power
(%NBR) 75 75 50 50 25 25

Initial
Core Flow

'

(% Rated) 100 100 50 50 50 50

|Feedwater
Temperature

( F) 390 280 350 230 290 180

Peak Neutron
Flux (%NBR) 128 129 71 77 42 48

Peak Heat
Flux (% Init.) 113 120 113 118 125 133

Peak Dome
Pressure

(psig) 1084 1050 1012 1007 945 944
)
i

Peak, Vessel |
Pressure 1

(psig) 1115 1081 1026 1012 960 960

Peak Steamline |

Pressure
,

(psig) 1083 1050 1011 997 946 945 l

Delta CPR" 0.20 0.27 0.20 0.25 0.32 0.41

Initial CPR 1.26 1.33 1.26 1.31 1.38 1,47

Expected
Operating
CPR 1.65 1.65 2.25 2.25 3.46 3.46

Margin to
Safety
Limit CPR 0.39 0.32 0.99 0.94 2,08 1.99

* Delta CPR includes Option A adjustment factor.
b Initial CPR - Delta CPR + Safety Limit MCPR (1.06)
* Expected Operating CPR based on statistical evaluation

34
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Table 3 2. Transient Analysis Results for Feedwater Controller Failure
at Beginning and End of Cycle Conditions

*

Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4

Initial

Power (%NBR) 102 102 102 102

Initial
Core Flow
(% Rated) 100 100 100 100

Feedwater
Temp ( F) 420 420 420 420

Exposure EOC1 BOC1 LOC 1 BOC1

Bypass / Reheaters Off/On Off/On Off/Off Off/Off

Peak Neutron
Flux (% Init) 419 110 476 111

Peak Heat
Flux (% Init.) 120 104 124 104

Peak Dome
Pressure (psig) 1180 1158 1198 1172

Peak Vessel
Pressure (psig) 1218 1196 1233 1211

Peek Steamline
Pressure (psig) 1171 1149 1191 1149

Delta CPR" 0.25 0.09 0.29 0.09

Initial CPR 1.31 1.15 1.35 1.15

* !Delta CPR includes Opcion A adjustment factor.
Initial CPR - Delta CPR + Safety Limit MCPR (1.06)

1

1

l
;

I
|

,

I
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Table 3-3. Transient Analysis Results for Feedwater Controller Fa!. lure
; at 30% Power and Reduced Feedvater Temperature

.'

Initial

Power (%NBR) 30

Initial
Core Flow
(% Rated) 50

Feedwater
Temp ( F) 130

1

Exposure BOCl

,

Bypass / Reheaters Off/Off

Peak Neutron
Flux (% Init) 512

Peak Heat
Flux (* Init.) 140

Peak Dome
Pressure (psig) 1010

Peak Vessel
Pressure (psig) 1074

Peak Steamline
.Pressure (psig) 100)

Delta CPR* 0.49
bInitial CPR 1.55

Expected
Operating CPR" 3.18

Margin to
| Safety Limit CPR 1.63

*
Delta CPR includes Option A adjustment factor.

Initial CPR - Delta CPR + Safety Limit MC2R (1.06)
#

Expected Operating CPR based on statistical evaluation

36
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15.1 DECREASE IN REACTOR COOLANT TEMPERATURE

15.1.1 Loss of Feedwater Heating

15.1.1.1 Identification of Causes and Frequency Classification

15.1.1.1.1 Identification of Causes

A feedwater heater can be lost in at least two ways:

a. Steam extraction line to heater is closed
b. Steam is bypassed around heater.

The first case produces a gradual cooling of the feedwater. In

the second case, the steam bypasses the heater and no heating of
that feedwater occurs. In either case, the reactor vessel re- ;

ceives cooler feedwater . The maximum number of feedwater heaters |

that can be tripped or bypassed by a single event represents the
most severe transient for analysis considerations. This event
has been conservatively estimated to incur a loss of up to 100 *F
of the feedwater heating capability of the plant and causes an
increase in core inlet subcooling. This increases core power due |

'

to the negative void reactivity coefficient. The event can occur
with the reactor in either the automatic or the manual control
mode. In automatic control, some compensation of core power is j
realized by modulation of core flow; therefore, the event is less

,

i severe than in manual control.
Part of the design basis that Edison has used requires that no
single failure or operator action can result in a loss of more
than 100*F in feedwater inlet temperatur e . Edison is convinced
that the use of the existing transient is conservative for
Fermi 2.

The single-failure or operator-error event that could cause the
greatest reduction in feedwater temperature is the inadvertent
bypassing of half the feedwater flow around heaters 3, 4, and 5.

There are two separate parallel'atrings of heaters 3, 4, and 5,

each sized to handle half the total feedwater flow, and a bypass
line also sized to limit flow to half capacity. A 100 percent
feedwater flow can be maintained by opening the bypass line and
then shutting off the flow through one of the half-sized heater
strings. Such an action would cause a reduction in the final
feedwater temperature that is significantly less than the 100 *F
design criterion established for this system.
Ir. :.he unlikely event that a drop in feedwater temperature in
excess of 100*F occurs--and assuming no operator action--the
decrease in the minimum critical power ratio (MCPR) and increase
in reactor power would be effectively the same as in the case
already analyzed for a 100*F drop. This follows from the fact
that in both cases a scram occurs f rom high thermal power. Also,

the peak sur fcce-heat flux in both cases would be the same,
namely, the scram value. The only difference is that the scram

15.1-1
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might occur marginally sooner for the greater temperature drop. &
After scram, no further increases in power occur . Therefore, the W
change in MCPR for both cases remains the same.

Operation of Fermi 2 with partial feedwater heating is not
limited by the Technical Specifications. Such operation might
occur during maintenance or as a result of a decision to operate
with lower feedwater temperature near end of cycle (EOC).

Operation of Fermi 2 with partial feedwater heating would result
in neither a greater maximum reactor vessel pressure nor in a
more limiting MCPR than that given in this analysis. The lower
steam flow from the decreased feedwater heating results in a less
severe transient response.

There are two di3 tinct periods of concern when operating with
reduced feedwater temperature :

1. Before EOC. Reducing the feedwater temperature before
EOC may occur during routine maintenance. The peak
presnures will be lower because of the reduced steam
prodLction. The aCPRs will be smaller because of a
stronger scram caused by the additional insertion of
the control rods to keep the reactor power within
licensed limits and because of a less negative dynamic
void coefficient

O2. After EOC. Operating with reduced feedwater temperature
may occur as a result of an axtended fuel cycle. The
basis for the plant safety analysis does not cover this
operating condition, and an analysis is considered
necessary to confirm the plant safety. Before operation
in this condition is begun, the required analysis will
be performed to provide justification for operation with
the reduced feedwater temperature .

15.1.1.1.2 Frequency Classification

The probability of this event is considered low enough to warrant
its being categorized as an infrequent incident. However,
because of the lack of a sufficient frequency data base, this
transient disturbance is analyzed as an incident of moderate
frequency.

This event is analyred under worst-case conditions of a 100*F
loss and at full power. A reduction of f eedwater temperature of
100*F at high power has never been reported, although smaller
decreases have occurred. The probability of occurrence of this
event is, therefore, regarded as small.

O
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